
Adjustable bolted connections  
– an improvement over welding or bolting in large machines –  

3 examples.

Large machines consist of many custom and off-the-shelf parts 
and sub-assemblies, usually mounted onto a frame, base or  
chassis. The use of a proprietary mounting channel instead of 
welding or traditional fasteners such as hex bolts to connect 
these components together reduces design complexity and  
creates a more common platform. 

This first in a series of papers outlines how 3 manufacturers  
offering a range of machines to customers with different  
requirements are able to deliver faster, smooth production 
peaks and troughs, and achieve real savings in labor, stock  
keeping costs and reject rates by using mounting channel. 
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Introduction

Machine builders ‒ what if a way could be found to increase  

standardization and reduce complexity on the fabrication line, 

while still maintaining the ability to tailor the final machine to 

each customer’s individual requirements?

For producers of complex machines or large steel assemblies  

‒ generally ranging in value from $100,000 to $10,000,000 ‒  

significant value can be realized by examining the method of 

structural connection used in final assembly.

We have found these items, when produced in quantities with an 

order of magnitude of 102 – 103, are well suited to the modular 

production method which the use of mounting channel fosters.

Fixing methods

To build up any machine a range of custom and standard partsi  

are fixed directly to a frame, chassis or base for that size or model 

of machine. Other sub-assembliesii or equipment will be added. 

Traditional fixing methods (welding, a hex bolt or other fastener 

passed through a hole in the two items, or an item bolted to a 

threaded hole in the base) generally offer the lowest initial cost, 

but are unique to that corresponding size or model of machine. 

A range of machine sizes or capacitiesiii requires a range of fixing 

positions. These must be designed, documented, fabricated and 

controlled for each machine in the line-up. 

When a proprietary mounting channel is bolted or welded to 

one side of the connection, an infinite range of fixing positions 

become available along the length of the channel, for use at any 

time – this is an adjustable bolted connection.

Adjustable bolted connections

Adjustable bolted connections help designers move towards a 

modular production concept, and have the following characteristics;

•		The	frame	or	sub-assembly	making	one	side	of	the	connection	

becomes a common platform, suitable for a range of machine 

sizes or capacities;

•		The	connection	can	be	designed	and	fabricated	without	 

precise	knowledge	of	the	final	size	or	position	of	the	item	 

to be fixed;

•		Different	items	can	be	fixed	or	the	connection	can	be	changed	

even after the final corrosion protection layer has been  

applied;

•		The	connection	can	be	changed	without	cutting,	grinding	or	

breaking	–	a	cleaner,	faster	and	quieter	process,	often	obviating	

a	trip	back	the	fab	shop

What does this mean for the producer of the machine?
•		A	wider	range	of	machines	can	be	offered	to	the	market	using	

fewer	parts	or	assemblies	–	this	means	lower	design	and	stock	

keeping	costs.

•		A	range	of	parts	from	a	range	of	suppliers	can	be	fixed	to	a	 

machine without redesigning or mechanically altering the  

connection – wider purchasing choice means lower costs.

•		The	connection	can	be	designed	in	one	place,	fabricated	in	 

another and used/serviced/upgraded in a third – with a very 

high level of confidence. Multinational producers can design 

and approve a single connection to suit many remote  

customers and suppliers.

•		Designers	have	a	fondness	for	tight	tolerances,	but	they	are	 

expensive – by using mounting channel, fabrication in your own 

factory, or parts ordered from a supplier don’t require as tight 

tolerances, and are hence cheaper and faster to source, and 

won’t	tie	up	your	best	workersiv. 

•		Customer	can’t	yet	decide	which	size,	or	options	to	order?	Or	

perhaps	your	shop	is	in	a	seasonal	slowdown	–	keep	production	

staff	busy	by	making	the	platform	–	it’ll	suit	the	next	order	you	

get in, and you’ll be able to deliver faster than the competition.

Target audience

This paper is aimed at designers of the following types of equip-

ment, who can benefit from the modular production concept;

Material handling equipment (mining and other general  

conveyors, baggage handling systems, automobile production 

lines, heavy packaging equipment, ski-lifts…)

Material transformation machinery (large format or high volume 

printers, large saws and cutters, crushers, dryers, kilns, heavy 

screens and multiple stage filters…)

Rail rolling stock, special vehicles (material transporters,  

emergency vehicles, waste trucks, mining vehicles…)

Following are 3 real-world examples showing how adjustable 

bolted connections have added value to a product and improved 

production efficiency, but the potential uses are limited only by 

the designer’s imagination.
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Example 1: Roller Drying Equipment

A simple use of mounting channel is shown from a manufacturer 

of in-line drying equipment.  The dryer rollers must be adjustable 

to accommodate each customer’s product requirements.  Sheet 

materials	of	various	thicknesses	and	weights	must	be	properly	

supported, thus rollers of various diameters are required.  In order 

to accommodate varying roller bearing locations (as dictated by 

the roller diameter) the manufacturer mounts the bearing sup-

ports using mounting channels, as shown on the orange base 

table in Figures 1 and 2. The channels support the bearings at any 

location along the length of the table.  Figure 2 shows the drive 

shaft support bearings on the opposite side of the table.

The table becomes a standard production item;

•	one	table	supports	all	possible	customers’	sheet	products,			

•	 	tables	can	be	built	and	inventoried	until	needed	for	a	 

customer order, 

•	 	oven	assembly	time	is	more	rapid,	and	there	is	no	need	for	 

machining, welding, or damage to table finish,  

•	 	there	is	less	downtime	for	roller	changeout	at	the	customer’s	

premises and, 

•	 this	table	accommodates	pillow	blocks	from	any	supplier.

Flg 1: Adjustable Bearing Mounts

Fig	2:	Dryer	Oven	Drive	Shaft	Supports
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Example 2: Elec tronic Parking Sign

The next example of adding product value with adjustable  

connections	is	the	electronic	parking	garage	sign	shown	in	Figure	 

3.	Each	sign	is	mounted	on	the	back	to	a	vertical	pole.	The	sign	

must	accommodate	mounting	at	any	position	along	the	back	 

depending on the street location. A pair of HALFEN channels  

is	welded	to	the	back	of	the	sign	during	fabrication,	prior	to	 

application	of	the	zinc	finish.	The	back	of	the	signs	and	channels	

(in red) are shown in Figure 4. T-bolts are used to attach the pole 

clamps to any location along the channels during installation ‒ 

simply insert, rotate 90° and torque to the listed value.

Without the adjustable connections, the manufacturer would 

have	to	know	the	characteristics	of	the	installation	location	prior	

to commencing production. Or, a series of fixing holes would 

be required to mount the signs along discrete increments, or the 

signs	would	have	to	be	provided	with	attached	mounting	brackets	

at a particular position. This would require a separate inventory 

item for each mounting location with a limited number of mount-

ing options. Use of the adjustable connection means only one 

type of sign can accommodate any mounting position. Figure 5 

shows several mounting channels that could be used in this situa-

tion. In this instance, the upper channel, a heavy duty hot rolled 

product, is used due to the potential for extreme wind loads. 

Point loads of up to 7,000 lbs. can be accommodated with the 

largest channel, and the hot rolling production process gives the 

channels excellent dynamic load resistance.

Flg	3:	Typical	Parking	Sign	Installation

Fig	4:	Rear	of	Sign	Showing	Adjustable	Connections Fig	5:	HALFEN	Adjustable	Channel	&	T-bolt	Connections
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Example 3: Spiral Conveyor

A conveyor manufacturer has used adjustable connections to  

improve his gravity-fed spiral conveyor. This product, shown in 

figure 9, is used to change floor levels, such as in an airport  

baggage handling system, large mail sorting facility or to buffer 

product on a manufacturing line.  A basic requirement is that 

each	conveyor	must	accommodate	a	wide	variety	of	packages,	

with typical dimensions driven by the nature of the end user’s 

business.  As such, the manufacturer must change the distance 

between spiral levels, depending on the customer.

As initially designed, the manufacturer bolted the conveyor  

supports directly to the central support column. This required;

•	 	knowledge	of	the	end	user’s	requirements	before	the	start	of	

design or construction,

•	 	painstaking	layout	of	a	spiral,	3-dimensional	hole	pattern	for	

the entire length of the column,

•	 	precise	transfer	of	this	hole	pattern	to	the	work	piece,	to	close	

tolerances, which could only be trusted to the more senior, 

skilled,	and	hence	expensive,	workers.

Every product application required a different hole pattern,  

which precluded the use of standard templates. Also, the fixed 

hole pattern could not accommodate any changes, either from 

changed customer requirements or due to site conditions,  

once the conveyor was delivered for installation.

Figure 6 shows the revised central column with mounting chan-

nels installed vertically to receive the spiral supports instead of 

tapped holes. The supports are now mounted to the channels us-

ing T-Bolts as shown in Figure 7. No drilling or tapping is required.  

The supports can now be easily changed as needed, before or 

after installation. The T-bolts can be inserted anywhere along the 

fixing	channels,	rotated	90°	and	locked	into	place,	 

unlike	a	standard	C-profile	and	square	nuts,	which	can	only	 

be	inserted	from	the	ends	of	the	C-profile.	Toothed	T-bolts	and	

toothed channels are also available where high longitudinal loads 

are anticipated.

Through use of adjustable connections, the column becomes a 

standard,	inventoried	item.	During	slow	periods,	the	workforce	

can build up this component, in preparation for future orders, 

knowing	that	it	will	accommodate	any	package	requiring	handl-

ing.  Manufacturing has been simplified, as drilling and tapping 

the spiral hole pattern has been eliminated.

FIg	6:	Installation	of	Spiral	Conveyor Fig 7: Revised  
Conveyor	Central	
Column	

Fig	8:	Detail	View	of	Adjustable	Conveyor	Connections

Halfen	Mounting	Channel	
&	T-bolt
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In summary, some of the advantages of adjustable, bolted  

connections include the following:

•	 	There	is	no	need	to	weld	custom	assemblies;	adjustable	bolted	

connections withstand heavy, dynamic loads for structural  

applications.

•	 	It	is	possible	to	easily	change	position	for	custom	locations,	

unlike	welded	or	traditional	bolted	connections.	Very	limited	

skills	are	required	to	assemble	connections.	There	is	no	need	

to lay out a pattern carefully, then drill and tap holes for  

connections.

•	 	Since	welding	is	not	required,	there	is	no	heat	damage	to	the	

finish if a change is necessary. The product can be upgraded 

later in the production cycle or after delivery if required. Prod-

ucts can be more easily repaired in the field as only simple 

hand tools are required.

•	 	It	is	simple	to	customize	a	standard	base	platform:	production	

can begin sooner, and individual features can be added as 

required later.  Fewer components are required for a greater 

range of end products.

•	 	Fewer	custom	items	means	less	SKUs	and	lower	parts	and	

stock	costs.

•	 	The	product	can	accommodate	wider	selection	of	add-on	

features using parts from a wider range of suppliers. This 

increases the manufacturer’s purchasing power and reduces 

dependence on certain suppliers.

HALFEN is the world’s  largest supplier of mounting channel  
and T-bolt products, with over 170 types of channel and around 
500 bolt types available. Dr. Josef HALFEN developed the first  
HALFEN channel in the Rhineland in 1925. Today the product is 
used by thousands of machinery producers worldwide.

Detailed	mechanical	properties	of	channels	and	t-bolts	are	available	at	 

http://www.HALFENusa.com/d/25_12103/usa/media/catalogues/

framingsystems/mt-fbc-us.pdf

CAD	files	of	channel	profiles:

•	 	Solidworks	users:	3D	Content	Central;			 

http://www.3dcontentcentral.com/default.aspx

•	 	Autocad	users,	and	others;	 

http://HALFEN.partcommunity.com/portal/portal/HALFEN

Application examples are available at:

Process Machines – http://www.HALFENusa.com/d/25_12103/

usa/media/catalogues/framingsystems/aw-mt-proc-us.pdf

Mass transportation – http://www.HALFENusa.com/d/25_12103/

usa/media/catalogues/framingsystems/aw-mt-trans-us.pdf
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i  e.g. motors, control units, filters, radiators, pumps, compressors,  

condensers,	blades,	tanks,	valves…
ii  e.g.	genset,	hydraulic	equipment,	air-conditioning	condenser…
iii  Small/medium/large	–	fast/slow	–	110V/220V/415V…
iv  "Understand tolerance step functions and specify tolerances wisely. 

The type of process depends on the tolerance. Each process has its 

practical "limit" to how close a tolerance could be held for a given 

skill	level	on	the	production	line.	If	the	tolerance	is	tighter	than	 

the limit, the next most precise (and expensive) process must be  

used.	Designers	must	understand	these	"step	functions"	and	 

know	the	tolerance	limit	for	each	process."	Dr	David	M	Anderson,		 

http://www.design4manufacturability.com
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Conclusions ConclusionsResources


